Choose DTN ProphetX for your real-time market quotes.

Which service will you trust for the vital information you need to make smart, profitable trades? With potentially thousands of dollars riding on your trades, which information source will you rely on for accurate, timely data?

With a close look at DTN ProphetX, your decision is easy. Here’s why. DTN ProphetX is a professional desktop trading application that gives you real-time, tick-by-tick commodity quotes, analytical tools, market news, and analysis. Unlike other services, DTN has its own ticker plant — delivering firsthand, accurate quotes straight from the market to your computer. Further, DTN provides the industry’s most comprehensive agricultural news and analysis.

When a single tick up or down can mean the difference of thousands of dollars, you need to be able to make fast decisions. That’s why DTN ProphetX makes it easy for you to assess information quickly through programmable charting and analytical tools. You can use pre-formatted pages specific to your industry, such as grain or livestock, without having to update your customized workbook pages. DTN ProphetX helps you maximize profits and minimize risk with year-over-year charting, moving averages, and many other analytical tools to enable you to interpret market data more accurately.

With DTN ProphetX, you can also receive visual and audio alerts when the market hits your pre-configured price points in futures, options, and even equities. You’ll know the second it happens — and you can respond immediately, taking full advantage of this timely information.

“DTN ProphetX puts everything in to one place so it really simplifies the information gathering and decision making process. It’s a tool I have to have to stay competitive.”

Sunshine Mills
Deepen your understanding with news and analysis.

But the market picture would not be complete without the news that affects industry prices. DTN ProphetX provides access to the DTN news department, the industry-leading editorial staff that delivers incomparable U.S. and international coverage.

Through some of the ag industry's most respected analysts, DTN provides summaries and commentary in short recap form, helping you to quickly make sense of it all. This accurate, easily digestible information gives you insight on what the market may do in both the near term and over the long run.

Further, DTN ProphetX provides third-party news from top sources, such as OsterDowJones and others, making it the most comprehensive source of market news and analysis.

Your subscription to DTN ProphetX also includes the DTN premier ag weather data. Armed with the most reliable and industry-specific information, you'll have advanced warning of local, national and international weather that could change market prices.

With more observation points than any other agricultural weather company, DTN provides the most relevant and accurate agricultural weather available. Not only does DTN ProphetX supply weather data, it also provides analysis on what the effects will be on the industry.

Get up and trading in no time.

Downloaded and installed from the Internet, DTN ProphetX is so intuitive and user-friendly, you'll find yourself diving right in. Easy to use and well organized, DTN ProphetX’s interface has set the standard for professional desktop trading solutions.

If you’re already accustomed to DTN Instant®, our satellite-delivered market information terminal, it’s easy to transition to DTN ProphetX. It offers all the advantages of DTN Instant, along with many other capabilities. For example, you can have multiple windows on screen at once, enabling the use of the many tools in a variety of layouts without having to switch back and forth. With all this important information available at a glance, your decision-making is precise and efficient.

Best of all, DTN ProphetX is surprisingly affordable given the depth of its capabilities. Why pay more for any other trading application when DTN ProphetX offers the most customizable, comprehensive information and out-of-the-box simplicity?